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Copycat Pillsbury Orange Sweet Rolls. Gooey, fluffy, and dripping with orange icing. I planned that the first recipe of 2013 would be a healthier item... I'm sorry, but I changed my mind. Today's rolls are a continuation of my Raspberry Swirl Sweet Rolls. The two dough recipes are completely different, but
they're both fruity little spin-offs of your standard cinnamon bun. I'm so in love with both fluffy, loose, yeasty sweet roll recipes. And I know you do, too. Don't be afraid of yeast! Link to this pastry with yeast guide whenever you work with a yeast baker. I include practical answers to all your common yeast
questions. Have you ever sawllsbury Orange Sweet Roll before? You know the ones that come in the canvas? I'm happy to admit that I love these little things. My mom always made them for us on a busy weekend in the morning. The smell of just me out of bed - light citrus paired with the nostalgic aroma
of smoky cinnamon buns. Needless to say, down the stairs I ran with a grumbling tummy. Today I'll bring you a homemade version of the zingy little breakfast buns. The rolls are amazingly so easy to make. I know many of my readers of 2013 resolutions to start playing around with yeast, and this is a
wonderful recipe to conquer this fear. They're swollen. They are zingy. They drip with sweet orange glaze! I baked them in the evening for breakfast the next day. They definitely taste fresher, but I haven't heard anyone complain. They can also be made in advance - either as night rolls (see recipe notes)
or you can freeze baked rolls. Just warm up and drizzly with orange icing when you're ready to serve them. Every bite is gentle - like the fluffy roll of a bakery you've ever tried. You will never turn to the store-bought version again. There is just nothing like a fresh sweet roll made from scratch. With one
taste of warm and sticky rolls fresh from the oven, I really wondered why I waited so long to do this! I like to untangle the dough layers of cinnamon as I eat them.  new side recipes from today's sweet rolls are already swirling in my head. Make a party of them for breakfast or brunch and invite your
friends and family over. Or not. There really doesn't need to be any excuse to do so! Follow me on Instagram and #sallysbakingaddiction so I can see all the SBA recipes you make! ♥ print watch icon cutlery icon icon Icon Instagram icon icon pinterest badge print icon icon Copycat Pillsbury Orange Sweet
Rolls. Gooey, fluffy, and dripping with orange icing. 1 pack of active dry yeast (2 and 1/4 teaspoons) 1/2 cup warm water fresh orange zest of 1 medium orange 1/2 cup orange juice 1/4 cup granulated 1 teaspoon salt 1 large egg 2 tablespoons unsalted butter, softened to room temperature 3 - 3 and and
and cups all-purpose flour (spoon and leveled) 1/4 cup granulated sugar 2 teaspoons ground cinnamon 1/4 cup unplaced butter, softened to room temperature 1 cup of confectioner's sugar (or more for thicker glaze) 3 tablespoons orange juice of fresh orange zest from 1 orange 1 teaspoon pure vanilla
extract Make dough: Dissolve the yeast in 1/2 cup of warm water for about 1 minute. No need to use a thermometer for water temperature, but to be precise: about 105 degrees Fahrenheit (41 degrees Celsius)-115 degrees Fahrenheit (46 degrees Celsius). Stir the yeast/water around. Then add orange
zest, orange juice, sugar, salt, egg, butter and 1.5 cups of flour. Beat everything together at a low level with a portable mixer, scraping down the sides as needed. (The mixer definitely needs to break all the butter and beat everything up to the proper consistency.) With a wooden spoon, stir in enough
remaining flour to make the dough easy to handle - about 1.5 - 2 more cups. You are looking for a dough that is not sticky and will spring back when poked with your finger. Transfer the dough to a lightly floured surface and knead it with your hands for 5-6 minutes. Form the dough into a ball and transfer it
to a lightly greased bowl. Cover the dough and allow to sit in a warm place until doubled in size, about 1.5 hours. Line the bottom of the 9×13-inch baking dish with parchment paper, leaving room on the sides. Turn the dough on a lightly floured work surface and, using a rolling in, roll into a 10×15 inch
rectangle. I used the ruler for accuracy. Make sure the dough is smooth and evenly thick, even at the corners. For the filling: In a small bowl, mix the sugar and cinnamon. Spread the dough rectangle with softened butter and sprinkle generously with the entire cinnamon-sugar mixture. Roll the dough
tightly and cut 16 even rolls (1 inch wide each) with a very sharp knife. Arrange them in a prepared baking pan, cut the sides up. Cover the rolls and let them go up in a warm place for 30 minutes - 1 hour. Preheat the oven to 375 degrees Fahrenheit (191 degrees Celsius). Cover the rolls with aluminum
foil and bake for about 25-30 minutes until they are lightly golden. Transfer the pan to a rack to cool for 15 minutes. Make icing: In a small bowl, mix all the ingredients glaze and drizzl over the rolls before serving. Add more orange juice to thin out if necessary. Night Instructions: Prepare through step 4.
Cover with plastic wrap and let go in the fridge overnight. The next morning, remove from the fridge and let rise, about 1 hour. Freezing instructions: Baked rolls can be frozen for up to 2 months. Overnight in the fridge and warm up before enjoying. You can also freeze unbaked rolls and here's how: let the
rolls go up through step 5. Then bake the rolls for as little as 10 minutes at 375 degrees Fahrenheit (191 degrees Celsius). Cool completely, then cover tightly and freeze. Take Take out of the freezer and put in the fridge a few hours before serving. Then, finish baking them. Link to my baking with yeast
guide to answering common yeast frequently asked questions. Keywords: Orange sweet rolls with no growth time required these rolls leave you with fluffy, wet rolls dripping with orange icing and tasting even better than Pillsbury Orange Sweet rolls at any time! Today's recipes may just be the best thing
I've ever, ever created. I'm so in love with fluffy, loose, yeasty sweet roll recipes and these rolls just... They're wood. They're fluffy. They're better than anything. Move over all the other sweet rolls because these orange rolls have officially taken center stage. Have you ever sawllsbury Orange Sweet Roll
before? You know the ones that come in the canvas? I am happy to admit that I love these decadent things. My friend's mom always makes them for us on a sweet summer morning on the lake. She always jokes that if she hadn't made the orange rolls, we would never get out of bed because the smell of
nostalgic cinnamon buns makes us straight out of bed. Today I'll bring you a homemade version of the zingy little breakfast buns. And when I say they're the best, I really mean it!! The whole roll, the outer layer and everything tastes like the meuary center we all wait for while eating sub-par outer layers of
a typical cinnamon roll. The rolls are amazingly so easy to make. There are minimal ingredients in the dough and there is no growth time because the baking temperature for these rolls is 425 degrees, which is much higher than usual. The high temperature creates a rush of steam that inflates the rolls and
quickly set the starches and proteins into the roll, leaving you with a thick and fluffy roll without lifting time. A few things about making super fat, Doughy Rolls 1. This recipe requires bread flour. The difference between bread flour and flour of all purposes is that bread flour is made from solid, high protein
wheat. It also has more gluten strength and protein content than all the flour destination. So what does all this mean? This means that the bread flour leaves you with a fuller/fluffier/chubbier roll. 2. I'm very accurate at rolling out these rolls because I would like to make sure I end up with super thick rolls
and that I'll also have enough rolls. For these reasons, it is important to measure the dough with the ruler as you are rolling it out. The rectangle should be about 15×9. It's ok if it's a little more than that, but not by much. Make sure the dough is even thick all the way around the edges, or you end up with
uneven rolls. The rolls will seem much thicker than a typical cinnamon roll when you roll the dough, but that's how they should be. I am I only get about 1.5 curls. In addition, super thickness (and smaller surface area) rolls rolls icing the chance to drip down into all the cracks and cracks and pack the whole
roll, even in the middle. A few more notes regarding the ingredients ... 1. If you've never worked with yeast before, don't be afraid! Yeast is not as intimidating as it seems. For this recipe, heat the water for 1 minute in the microwave. Immediately add the yeast to the mixer bowl and pour the water over the
yeast. No need to stir the yeast. About ten seconds after the water and yeast are mixed, the yeast should foam and form bubbles. Let the yeast rest for about 2 minutes and then proceed to the rest of the ingredients. I've done these rolls so many times using Red Star Platinum Instant Yeast and this
method of activating yeast and it never understated me. 2. When adding flour, don't add everything at once. Many things can affect the consistency of the test: temperature, humidity, height, etc. In the recipe, I provide a range for you to work with. After 1 1/2 cups add a tablespoon at a time, a little-over a
little until the dough comes together and does not stick to the sides.  You are looking for dough that is not sticky. Poke it with your finger - if the dough springs back, it's ready to go. You can add up to 1/4 cup over 1 1/2 cups, but no more so because too much flour can make the rolls too dry. 3. Unlike
cinnamon rolls, cinnamon is actually mixed into the dough instead of adding to the filling mixture. Don't ask me why, because I don't know why, but it tastes much better this way. I tried this method when I was trying to figure out how to get rid of the bitter orange cinnamon flavor and it worked! There is a
hint of cinnamon, but it is all sweet, not bitter! Sign up to receive new emails: email:
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